One cannot help but classify the continuous birth and demise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) trends into the everlasting theme of the battle between connectionist and symbolic AI. During the past decade, the Semantic Web has brought a flavor of intelligence into everyday web browsing and has remained a hot research topic for years. The advent of big data has posed challenges in its scalability; at the same time, it has offered fertile ground for machine learning and computational intelligence techniques to flourish and to optimize, in previously intractable fields. But a remnant of the disbelief that meant such methods were shunned in the past, when compared to the sound foundations of logic, still remains, despite their aweing achievements. As a result, two fundamental questions naturally arise:

- How can semantic technologies contribute towards big data analysis?
- What is the relationship between Semantic Web logical formalisms and automated- and deep-learning techniques?

This has been exactly the reasoning behind the Semantic Analytics for Big Data (SEDSEAL) international workshop [1]. The theme of this special issue has been inspired by and announced at SEDSEAL 2018, in Rhodes, Greece. The interest spiked by this convention of researchers and practitioners has motivated us to pursue its capitalization in the form of a journal publication.

Therefore, the purpose of this special issue is to seek and validate answers to the above questions by putting together a selection of high-quality research and development efforts that consider and present contributions towards how Semantic Web technologies can help to implement and enhance big data analytics. This can be achieved either by extracting value out of these data (e.g., through reasoning), creating sustainable ontology models, offering a solid foundation for deploying learning techniques, or anything in between.

One of the most common user experiences involves web search, and a lot of big data can be generated in the process. The role of neural networks and deep learning as a means to strike a balance between user aspiration, sponsored search and big data generators is thoroughly reviewed in “Neural Networks in Big Data and Web Search” [2]. Among others, web ranking, learning to rank and semantic recommendation algorithms and systems are presented, and additional deep learning extensions are being examined.

Web-based knowledge management is considered in the paper “CRC806-KB: A Semantic MediaWiki Based Collaborative Knowledge Base for an Interdisciplinary Research Project” [3]. To tackle interoperability issues between disparate knowledge domains and aid collaborative contributions of field experts, the authors deploy semantic extensions on top of a wiki collaboration platform on the Web. Then, they suggest additional tooling to facilitate automated imports of datasets with variable dimensions.
Natural language text is a frequent and often problematic source of big data. Linguistic analysis of large text corpora is in fact semantic analysis, and this is eloquently addressed in the paper “From a Smoking Gun to Spent Fuel: Principled Subsampling Methods for Building Big Language Data Corpora from Monitor Corpora” [4]. The author presents an approach to validate and generalize a downsampling method for efficiently analyzing large text sources and apply it to data pertaining to sociotechnical issues like energy.
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